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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
November 24, 2018 
 
MARC LEISHMAN 
CAMERON SMITH 
 

 

Q.  Cameron, Marc, can you give us your thoughts on today's round? 

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah, it was a good day.  Probably a story of two different nines.  Got 

off to a great start obviously and cooled off a bit on the back nine.  But the back was set up 

extremely tough, I thought, which is kind of -- it's interesting in four-ball when you're so used 

to attacking and you couldn't really attack.  So trying to make the 20- and 30-footers for 

birdies and we just weren't able to make them.  But nice to birdie 16 and, you know, finish off 

for 7 under.  Yeah, good day.  

 

Q.  Could so easily have been 8.  That was a terrible bit of luck on the last.   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah, I didn't play my best golf on that back nine and, yeah, just as I hit 

a good shot, I got a bit unlucky, but that's just golf for you.  Yeah, that's just the way it is.  

Probably would have spun back in there to a few feet.  Just tried to do what we did all day 

really was if we were out of position, just get yourself up there within five or six feet, and if 

Marc has a chance at birdie, just give him a nice look at it.  So we did that pretty good all 

day, I think. 

 

Q.  With the Belgians running out in front a little bit, are you hoping tomorrow's as 

volatile as yesterday was? 

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah.  I mean, maybe not quite that volatile, but I think if it was like it 

was today, it would be nice.  You just get what the weather gives you.  I think whatever the 

conditions do, foursomes is such a hard game.  Whatever they do tomorrow, it's going to be 

really important for us to get off to a good start, really get ourselves in it, give them 

something to think about, because if we're not a few under through five or six holes, they 

can sort of cruise.  You never know, a bit of wind wouldn't hurt. 

 

Q.  Any lessons learned from yesterday in the strategy or tactics?  Do you change 

anything? 

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  I don't think we change strategy, no.  I think we did everything we 

wanted to do, we just didn't execute yesterday.  And it wasn't like we played badly, there 

was just a couple of shots that I would like to have over.  You know, just a couple little 

mistakes.  But in conditions like that, that happens.  No, I think would you say tactics are 

going to be the same?   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah. 
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MARC LEISHMAN:  Just try and get a few more close looks at it. 

 

Q.  What do you do with the golf ball, how do you work out which ball to use?  You're 

using your ball for your approach to the green?   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah, so if Marc is going to hit into the green, I'll hit Marc's ball off the 

tee.  That's pretty much it, and then vice versa.  Marc's on all the par 3s, so we used Marc's 

ball a fair bit yesterday. 

 

Q.  How difficult is it hitting each other's golf ball?  Is it a big issue at all?   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  No.  Yeah, if you hit it good, I mean, it's going to go.  A little bit different 

around the greens, maybe one spins a little bit more.  Apart from that, they're pretty similar, 

aren't they?   

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah.   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  They're all so good now, the golf ball.  

 

Q.  You talked about a fast start.  Do you think that's going to bring the crowd into it?  

Do you think you need that, the crowd to lift you early tomorrow and maybe let them 

know behind you as well that the chase is on? 

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah, it would be good if we could get the crowd into it.  I mean, I don't 

think we need to get ourselves up, I think more so to get the guys behind us thinking about 

it.  If we get the fanatics roaring, and friends and family, a lot of people supporting us, which 

is great.  We've enjoyed that so far this week and it would be nice if we could make 

tomorrow our best day. 

 

Q.  Do you feel today on 4 and when you nearly holed that trap shot on 7, for 

example?   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah, there was definitely a few more out there today, obviously being 

the weekend and the conditions were a little bit better than yesterday.  Yeah, it's been really 

good all week, I think.  You know, even the practice days has been heaps of people out 

there watching us.  It's nice to have the support behind you. 

 

Q.  What yardage did you have on 18 and what club did you hit?  What were you 

thinking when it was in the air?  Did you think it was close?  

 

CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah, I thought it was perfect, probably a little bit too perfect? 

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  It was for a while.   
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CAMERON SMITH:  I think I had maybe 130 metres and just a little bit off a wedge.  Yeah, 

hit as good a shot as I could have wished, and yeah, just got a little bit unlucky there.  It is 

what it is. 

 

Q.  Either of you guys watch The Match this morning? 

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  No, I didn't.   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  No. 

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  Who won?  

 

Q.  Phil.  We're pretty impressed that you dragged out the traditional Australian pink, 

green, white, blue today, pretty impressive.   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah, I know.  We kind of stumbled upon that a few weeks ago, didn't 

we, when we first realized we had kind of the same shirt. 

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  Cam was wearing it in Korea and I thought, I'm going to wear that. 

 

Q.  What have we got planned tomorrow team shirt-wise?  

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  Cam will be in his normal maroon.  I don't know what I'm going to do.  

An Australian colored shirt to match the shoes, might pull that out, yeah.  I was going to 

wear the maroon, but --  

 

CAMERON SMITH:  I'll change it up. 

 

Q.  Do you feel like you're both playing well enough to do something special 

tomorrow? 

 

MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah, for sure.  We're both hitting some great shots.  We've both hit a 

couple of bad shots here and there, but over four rounds in any tournament, whether -- even 

when you win tournaments, you hit bad shots.  We're playing good enough to have a good 

day tomorrow.  We're right there, I think we're four back at the moment.  I don't know what 

the Belgians are doing, but it's hard to play with a lead.  Played with leads and lost them.  

You don't have to do that much wrong.  They could play well tomorrow and we could play 

very well, or it could be the other way around.   

 

I think we've done all the preparation, we've done the right stuff.  We know how the ball's 

reacting around the greens, we know how heavy the wind is.  I mean, we've done 

everything, we just have to execute.  Yesterday we didn't, so today hopefully we can do that.   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  Tomorrow. 
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MARC LEISHMAN:  Tomorrow.   

 

CAMERON SMITH:  I'm not going out there for another 18. 
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